ABSTRACT. We study the system of conservation laws given by { uI+[u(l-v)
1. INTRODUCTION Suppose V(x, t), V(X, t) describe the densities of two biological populations, the second pursuing the first along a straight line course, in such a way that the V -population provokes the V -population into the pursuing action by moving away, and the V-population causes the V-population to escape by running after it. More specifically, following Murray and Cohen [MC] , let us assume that the V 's escape from the V 's at a rate proportional to the space gradient of the V's and, in turn, the V's try to approach the V's at a rate proportional to the space gradient of the V's. Since the equation of motion can be written as
Al ,A 2 representing the advection velocities of the V's, respectively V's, we obtain Murray and Cohen's equations (without zeroth-order interaction):
Putting U x = U, VX = v , we obtain the following system of conservation laws:
(1.1 )
{
Ut+ [u(t-v) ]x=O,
For the case a = 1, which means that in the absence of interaction, the two populations run with the same velocity, -1, the system becomes into ( 1.2) { Ut+ [u(1-v) 
]x=O, v t +[v(l+u)]x=O
which is not strictly hyperbolic, since its characteristic speeds coincide at U = v. Moreover, for each i (i = 1, 2) , the ith characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear in one half of the phase-plane, (u < v for i = 1, U > v for i = 2) and linearly degenerate in another half. Another feature of the system (1.2) is that shock and rarefaction curves coincide. (Other different systems sharing this property have been considered in the literature, in connection with various models in applied sciences, see the paper by Temple [T] . However, our model does not satisfy their assumption.) Such a feature in our model simplifies the structure of the solutions of the Riemann problem and of the wave interactions, and makes it possible to solve the Cauchy problem for arbitrary data of bounded variation [HM] .
However, the case a i= 1 leads to a different, much more involved, mathematical situation which provides an interesting example of one class of equation that may change type from hyperbolic to elliptic as the state variable varies on the phase plane.
It is an open problem to determine the extent to which the Cauchy problem is meaningful for such systems. For a first step, let us study the simplest Cauchy problem-Riemann problem, namely,
where (u=f' v=f) are arbitrary constant states.
x < 0,
As a simplest model of mixed type system, the following quasilinear system ( 1.4)
with a given by a nonmonotone function has been discussed by a number of people. The elliptic domain of (1.4) takes very simple form in the phase plane which is a strip Vex < V < V P , for instance, in the equations governing isothermal motion of a Van der Waals fluid. The Riemann problem of (1.4), (1.3) has been solved [Ha, Hs 1 , J, K, Se, Sl] . A similar model to (1.1) on two-direction traffic flow was discussed by Bick and Newell [BN] . However, they did not solve the Riemann problem for states in the elliptic region which is ellipsoidal.
A recent paper by Holden [Ho] dealt with a quadratic system (1.5) also which is elliptic inside a circle and strictly hyperbolic ( 1.5) ( U) . . .
outside it and the characteristic speed is constant on the boundary of the elliptic region. As p -+ 0, (1.5) approaches the model discussed in [SS] which is strictly hyperbolic except at origin where the eigenvalues are degenerate. For our model (1.1), the elliptic region is unbounded on the boundary of which characteristic speed is not constant. Moreover, model (1.5) has more symmetry than (1.1) and the structure of the fognals, i.e. the curves where genuine nonlinearity fails, is different. Furthermore, the Hugoniot locus exhibits different structure. It may consist of at most three detached branches for (1.5) which may have a loop starting and ending at (u o ' v o ) . For our model, the Hugoniot locus can be at most three disconnected branches for each family which is true even when (u o ' vo) is in the strictly hyperbolic region. Moreover, the Hugoniot locus can be parametrized by u for the first family and by v for the second family.
By virtue of the geometry in (1.5), it is possible for the author to follow Liu's construction [Liu] to solve the Riemann problem though certain regions exhibit multiple solutions. It is impossible for us, however, to solve the problem in the same way. We have to combine and generalize Lax criterion and Liu-Oleinik ('riterion to introduce our generalized entropy condition, G.E.C. by which we can show that the Riemann problem always has a weak solution in which any discontinuity satisfies the G.E.C. for any initial data. Referring to the Lax criterion, a shock satisfying our G.E.C. can be undercompressive but not overcompressive. There is a complete classification in §2, for proof see [Hs 2 ]. However, the same as in [Ho] , certain regions exhibit multiple solutions. In order to have uniqueness we proposed a minimum principle in the definition of an admissible weak solution which is based on mathematical consideration, particularly, the continuous dependence principle. The entire U = (u, v) plane is divided into a few regions, the topological structure of admissible wave curves keep the same as U _ = (u _ , v _) varies in each one of the regions. The topology may vary only when U _ across the boundaries in the U _ -plane. In other words, for fixed U _ = (u _ , v _) , the admissible weak solution of the Riemann problem may divide the U + -plane (U + = (u + ' v +)) into as many as 14 regions, representing different combinations of shocks, rarefaction waves and composite waves, the qualitative structure of the U + -regions changes only as U _ cross the U_ -boundary curves in the U_ -plane. (See [HS 2 ] for details.)
We concentrate on existence and uniqueness in this paper. In §2 we give a detailed description of the basic ingredients in the solution of the Riemann problem-the Hugoniot loci and the rarefaction wave curves first-and introduce the generalized entropy condition G.E.C. then with which a complete description of shock wave sets is given. The comparison of the G.E.C. to Lax criterion is discussed finally. In §3 we introduce the minimum principle in the definition of an admissible weak solution for the Riemann problem and prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution. For detailed discussion about the structure and qualitative behavior of the solution, see [Hs 2 ] .
The approach introduced in this paper can be used, it seems, for a class of more general systems of mixed type for which the Hugoniot loci can be parametrized and which is "predominately hyperbolic", namely, the elliptic domain has the following property: there is at least one direction on the (u, v) plane such that for any given straight line, parallel to this direction, the intersection of the elliptic domain with the straight line is finite in length.
PRELIMINARIES
To explain the above conclusion, we list certain basic facts about (1.1) first. The i-characteristic speed Ai (i = 1 , 2) of (1.1) is defined by
at any (u, v) where Figure 2 .1 where the quantity
The right eigenvector r i corresponding to Ai can be chosen as -a -u, v) which defines the i-rarefaction wave curve (see Figure 2. 2), i = 1, 2, denoted by RI and R 2 . Recall that i-rarefaction wave for (1.1) (i = 1 , 2) is a smooth single-valued, similarity solution u = u(~), v = v(~) , such that the ith characteristic speed is increasing in ¢ . The solid lines in Figure 2 .2 denote RI while dotted lines denote R 2 ; on either family of lines, Ai increases along the displayed direction. The curves A discontinuity is characterized by the left, respectively, right-hand value at the discontinuity, and by its speed, such quantities are mutually related by the well-known Rankine-Hugoniot condition, namely
where [w] = wr -wI denotes the jump of the quantity W across the discontinuityand 0" denotes the discontinuity's speed. For any given (u o ' vol , the set of all states (u, v) which can be joined to (u o ' vol (u, v): (u, v) satisfying (2.4.1), (2.5.1)} 1 2 (u, v): (u, v) Note that the Hi'S need not be, in general, connected curves. It will be shown that the Hugoniot locus Hi can be at most three disconnected branches for i = 1 or i = 2 which is true even when (u a , va) is in the strictly hyperbolic region. The explicit construction of Hi as the graph of a single-valued function requires a distinction of several cases, according to the location of the state (u a , va) ' This will be done in the following.
Due to a > I and va > 0, the function (va -U + a -1)2 + 4(a -l)u is positive for any U E (-00, 00) , therefore (2.4.1) supplies til . Substituting this til into (2.5.1), one obtains H, as the graph of a function of u, namely:
It is easy to check that the right-hand side is positive for any value of U and v -+ 0 as U -+ +00 while v -+ +00 as U -+ -00 , as shown in Figure 2 .3. On the other hand, H2 can be defined as the graph of a function of v using (2.4.2) and (2.5.2):
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The right-hand side is positive for any value of v and u --+ 0 as v --+ +00 while u --+ +00 as v --+ -00 .
According to the general scheme laid down above, observe that HI can be defined as a function of v also by using (2.7.1) and (2.6.1) (only for v > 0).
The same is true for H2 with u (only for u > 0 ). 
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HI can be defined by (2.8) again: it is an arc originating at the point
and which is tangent at ~ to the line u = u(m)(v o ) (see Figure 2 .4). Moreover, along the curve HI' v --t 0-as u --t +00 while v --t +00 as u --t -00 .
As for H 2 , (2.9) shows that H2 can be defined for any v E (-00, 00) similarly to Case 1 (see Figure 2 .4). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
hand, the graph of the Hugoniot loci is shown as in Figure 2 .4 when U o --+ 0 U o which can be used to claim the continuity of the distribution as (u o ' vo) across
HI is specified by (2.8), it turns out that v tends to 0-as u --+ +00 while
G I --+ a and v --+ +00 as u --+ 0-from (2.4.1) and (2.5.1). On the other hand, however, G I --+ -00 as v --+ +00 by (2.6.1), which gives a contradiction.
For H 2 , it is more convenient to use (2.6.2) and (2.7.2) which provides (2.14)
It is easy to show by (2.14) that H2 is defined for u > U(M) (vo) and v = ve at u = U(M) (vo) , H2 being tangent to the line u = U(M) (vo) there. However, it can be shown similarly to HI for U(M) (vo) < u < 0 that H2 is not defined for u < u(m) (vo) . In fact, suppose H2 be defined for u < u(m) (vo) , then (2.6.2) and (2.14) show that (]2 -+ 1 and v -+ 0+ as u -+ -00. On the other hand, 
at the point (2.18) Similar to Case 2, the graph of Hugoniot loci changes continuously as Vo -+ 0
To consider the case U o < 0, Vo < 0, it is convenient to consider the domain {u < 0, v < O} as divided into four subdomains by the curve Ll(u, v) = O. We shall denote such sub domains by I, II, III, IV as displayed in Figure 2 .8.
It can be shown that HI is defined for u ~ U(M) (V O ) and u ::; u(m) (v o ) with end-point C and £ respectively while H2 is defined for
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where C and jj approach the same point on the parabolic boundary ~ = 0 as (u o ' vo) approaches from the domain I.
There are different subcases corresponding to
. Moreover, it can be proved that H2 is not defined for v > 0 (see Figure 2 .10) and HI is not defined for u > o. The points jj and £ approach the same point on the parabolic boundary ~ = 0 as (u o ' vo) approaches from the domain II.
(ii) v o > -(a -1): In this case HI can be defined by (2.8) for u:::; Us with
and HI should be defined for any u > 0 with v -+ 0 as u -+ +00. This FIGURE 2.11 implies, by (2.6.1), that 0'1 -+ U o + a along HI (as U -+ +00) and therefore
by (2.7.1) which is impossible. Similar to the case when va < -(a -1), H2 can be defined by (2.9) for v :::; v(m) and 0 > v ~ v f . Moreover, H2 can be defined for v ~ Vc also along which U -+ 0-as v -+ +00. (See Figure 2 .11 where the states jj and ~ approach the same state on the boundary ~ = 0 as (u a , va) approaches from the domain II.)
Remark 2.4. The graph of Hugoniot loci changes continuously to the graph shown in Figure 2 .11 Vo as va -+ 0 which is the same as in Case 3 when u a < -(a-I), va-+O+. Where the ray v=O, u:::;-(a-1) belongs to H 2 .
Remark 2.5. It is obvious that the graph of Hugoniot loci does not change continuously when (u a , va) cross the ray v = -(a -1), U :::; O. It will be shown in Case 6 and Case 7 that both the rays v = -(a -1), v :::; 0; U = -(a -1) , v :::; 0 play an essential role. When (u a , va) cross these rays, the distribution of Hugoniot loci changes rapidly. Figure 2 .12 where Ii and C approach the same point as (u a , va) approaches the boundary ~ = 0 from the domain III).
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There are four subcases. The Hi can be defined as in Figures 2.14-2.17 respectively. We omit the details. negative and the points Band C approach to (u o ' v o ) as (u o ' v o ) approaches the boundary
Where
and jj approach (u o ' vo) as (u o ' vo) approaches the
and C approach (u o ' vo) as (u o ' vo) approaches the
It is clear from the above discussion that the distribution of the Hugoniot loci is stable as (u o ' vo) crosses the curve ~ = 0 except the points where the curve ~ = 0 intersects the curve u = -(a -1) or v = -(a -1).
Where the sign of both v c and u B is not definite. Band
Remark 2.6. The distribution of Hugoniot loci varies continuously as (u o ' vo) varies on the whole plane (u, v) except the rays v = -(a -1), u :::; 0, or
For handling the elliptic domain in our system (1.1), we combine and generalize the classical Lax shock criterion and Liu-Oleinik shock (E) criterion for strictly hyperbolic system to introduce the generalized entropy condition as follows:
For any given (u_, v_), (u+, v+) E HI (u_, v_) is said to fulfil the generalized entropy condition (G.E.C.) if either I. For any u between u_ and u+ where a l is defined, it holds that al(u; u_, v_)::::: al(u+; u_, v_) or II. a I (u; u _ , v _) is nonincreasing with respect to I u -u _I for all u E J:;. , _ for which it is defined, whereby (u+, u_l 
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 2.7. The G.E.C. can be used for the system in which the Hugoniot locus can be parametrized (not necessary by u or v with a slight change in the statement then). Denote the set of states, belonging to Hi and satisfying the above G.E.C. by Si' For showing Si' we need a detailed distinction of cases again.
SI is defined by (2.8) for u :::; u_ on which 0'1 decreases as u decreasing. S2 is defined by (2.9) for v ~ v_ on which 0'2 decreases as v increasing and 0'2 -t a as v -t +00 (see Figure 2. 18) where the direction shows the direction along which 0' is decreasing.
it is easy to show that 0'1 decreases on SI as u increases and 0'1 -t 1 as u -t +00; SI is defined as well for u :::; u(m) (v _) , correspondingly 0'1 decreases as u decreases (see Figure 2 .19). S2 is defined by (2.9) for v ~ v _ , here 0'2 decreases as v increases and 0'2 -t a as v -t +00 (Figure 2 .19).
When Vo < -(a -1), SI i:; defined by (2.8) for u ~ u_ and u:::; u(m)(v_) , the same as the case when 0 > Vo > -(a -1). S2 is defined by (2.9) for Figure 2 .20) and 0'2 decreases on S2 as v increases. Figure 2 .23).
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FIGURE 2.21
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use v ~~~=-------~--~~--------u When v_ > -(a -1), SI is defined by (2.8) for u:::; u_. S2 is defined by (2.9) for v£::::; v :::; v_ and the state!!, belongs to S2 also (Figure 2.25) .
When u_ < -(a -1), SI is defined by (2.8) for u :::; u(m) (v_) and u_ :::; u < 0 (see Figure 2 .26). S2 is defined by (2.9) for v_:::; v:::; v c ' jj E S2 also.
When u_ > -(a -1), SI is defined by (2.8) for u:s u(m)(v_) , u_ :s u < 0 and u:2: uli' S2 is defined by (2.9) for v_ :s v :s Vc (see Figure 2 .27).
Case 7. (u_, v_) E IV.
Corresponding to different cases in Figures 2.14-2.17, the S; are shown in Figures 2.28-2.31 respectively.
Remark 2.8. The distribution of the set Si (U_, v_) varies continuously when (u _ , v _) varies in the plane (u, v) except (u _ , v _) across the curves u = 0 ; v = 0 and the rays u = -(a -1), v :s 0; v = -(a -1), u:s o.
A complete classification concerning the relation between the speed of the admissible shock and the characteristic associated is proved in [ 
branches of SI ' two isolated points C and Ii belong- (u _ , v _) , (u + ' v +) are arbitrary states in the (u, v) plane. Since both the system (1.1) and the initial data (1.3) are invariant under the transformation x ----+ ax, t ----+ at, a > 0, we look for self-similar solution u = u(C;) , v = v(C;) , where C; = T. Remark 3.1. The uniqueness in our problem (1.1) (3.1) fails without the requirement IV in the above definition.
Remark 3.2. For a pure hyperbolic system of conservation laws our generalized entropy condition becomes the well-known entropy (E) condition (Liu-Oleinik condition) and the last item in Definition 3.1 is not needed.
For any given (u _ , v _) , we consider the set of all states which can be joined to (u_, v_) , on the right-hand side, by a single-valued function (u(c;) , v(C;)) satisfying the items I-III in Definition 3.1 and consisting of the first kind of waves. Namely, it contains either a I-discontinuity (the first family) satisfying III in Definition 3.1 or a I-rarefaction wave (the first family) or a fan of such first kind waves. We denote this set by WI (u _ , v _) which is a curve on a (u, v) plane for given (u _ , v _) but not necessarily connected. For each point (u I ' V I) E WI (u _ , v _) , we determine the set of all states which can be joined to (u I ' VI)' on the right-hand side, by a single-valued function (u(c;) , v(C;)) satisfying the items I-III in Definition 3.1 and consisting of second kind waves. Namely, it contains either a 2-discontinuity satisfying III in Definition 3.1 or a 2-rarefaction wave or a fan of such second kind waves. We denote this set as W 2 (u I ' V I). This is not necessarily a curve anymore, as in the case of a purely hyperbolic system, indeed, W 2 (u I ' V I) may contain a family of curves. We then define the family of admissible wave curves AW 2 from {W 2 (U I , VI) ; (u I ' VI) E WI (u_, v_)} by using the item IV in Definition 3.1 and denote the resulting whole family by {AW} (u_, v_) . Namely, {AW} (u_, v_) = 
{AW 2 (u l , VI); (u I ' VI) E WI(u_, v_)}.
In order to prove the existence and uniqueness of the admissible weak solution for the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.3), it suffices to show that for any given (u_, v_) , the family of {AW} (u_, v_) can be defined which covers the whole plane (u, v) univalently. We give a constructive proof in the following, which shows, at the same time, the structure of the solutions. We only give the details for two typical cases, the other cases can be discussed in a similar way.
Case I. v_>O, O>u_>-(a-l) .
Using the characterization of rarefaction wave curves (shown in Figure 2 .2), that of discontinuities satisfying the Rankine-Hugoniot condition and the G.E.C. and Definition 3.1, the family {AW}(u_, v_) can be defined as follows: WI (u_, v_) consists of SI (u_, v_) for U < U_ and RI (u_, v_) for U 2: U_. For any (u I ' VI) E WI(u_, v_) with u l > 0, the admissible second wave (u_, v_) with -(a -1) < u l < 0, the state B(ul,v l ) is defined (see the formula (2.15), (2.17), replacing (UI,V I ) for (u o ' vo) there), and give rise to the curve C(B) when the state (u I ' VI) varies along WI(u_, v_) from u l = ° to u l = -(a -1). It turns out that the curve C( B), starting from the state {u = 0, V = -(a -I)} , is monotone with nonpositive slope and U ---t -00, V ---t ° as U I ---t -(a -1). Let us denote the state
varies on the curve C(B), the state !l (u 2 ' v 2 ) (see formula (2.16), (2.18), replacing (u 2 ' v 2 ) for (u o ' vo) there) forms the curve C(!l), starting from the state Q and is tangent with the v-axis there. For any (u I ' VI) E WI (u_ , v_) with -(a -1) < u l < 0, we denote the state !l corresponding to B(u l , VI) by !l * = (u; , v~). Namely replace B(u l , VI) for (u o ' vo) 
V < v~ (see Figure 3 .1). For any (u I ' VI) E WI (u_, v_) Figure 3 .1).
Remark 3.3. As (u I ' VI) varies on WI (u_ , v_) with u l < 0, the corresponding state !l (u I ' VI) (see the formulae (2.16) (2.18), replacing (u I ' VI) for (u o ' vo) there) can be shown to form the curve C(!l), starting from the state Q and located on the right-hand side of the curve C(!l) (see Proposition 3.1). Thus, there is a curve K(u l , VI) in the set of W 2 (U I , VI) for (u I ' VI) E (u_, v_) 
WI
do not satisfy item IV in Definition 3.1 and therefore do not belong to the family {AW}(u_, v_) (see Proposition 3.2). Proof. The state !l (u I ' V I) is expressed by
where (u I ' VI) E WI (u_, v_) 
It is easy to see from (3.1) that v II -+ -(a -1) and U II -+ 0 as u l -+ 0-. While v II -+ -00 and U II -+ 00 as u l -+ -00.
Furthermore, it can be calculated that the slope along the curve C( f!.) takes the form
where (u l ' VI) E WI(u_, v_) with u l < 0 and dvi/du , is the slope of the curve WI (u _ , v _) at (u I ' V I)' Therefore, the slope of the curve C ( f!.) tends
Va=! as U I -+ 0 which is a finite negative number.
On the other hand, the states (U 2 ' v 2 ) which forms the curve C( B) can be expressed as (u_, v_) and u l < O.
Due to (3.4), u 2 -+ 0 and v 2 -+ -(a -1) as u l -+ 0-, while u 2 -+ -00 and v 2 -+ 0-as u l -+ -(a -1). This implies, by (3.3), that v Q -+ -(a -1) and U Q -+ 0 as u l -+ 0, while v Q -+ -00 and U Q -+ 00 as u l -+ -(a -1).
Therefore, both the curves C( Ii) and C( Ii) start from the same state Q.
Furthermore, the slope along the curve C( Ii) takes the form (3.5)
It is easy to see from (3.5) and (3.6) that the slope of the curve C( Ii) tends to negative infinite as U I -+ 0-. This shows that the curve C( Ii) is located on the right-hand side of C( Ii) when u l < 0 and lUll is small enough. Now, suppose the curve C( Ii) intersects the curve C( Ii) at state G the first time. Thus, there exist a state IG on the curve WI (u _ , v _) and a state IIG on the curve C(ii) respectively (see Figure 3 .2) such that the state (u l ' VI) on WI (u_, v_) corresponding to G E C( Ii) is IG and the state (u 2 ' v 2 ) on C(ii) corresponding to G E C( Ii) is II G • Namely, the curve S2(G) passes contains three waves: the first kind wave joining (u _ , v _) to (u I ' V I); the 2-shock joining (u I ' VI) to Ii (u I ' VI) and the 2-rarefaction wave or 2-shock joining Ii (u I ' VI) to (u+, v+) . Let us denote the above single-valued function (u(~), v(~)) containing three waves by (u, v)k or (u, V) (u+, v+) is on the curve labelled R R2 ( Ii (u I ' V I))' For definiteness, let us assume that 0 > u I > U _. By virtue of the characterization of rarefaction wave curves (Figure 2. 2) there is a state (u* , v*) on WI (u_, v_) such that (u+, v+) is on the curve R 2 (u*, v*) (Figure 3.3) . We obtain a new single-valued function (u(~), v(~)) satisfying the items I-III in Definition 3.1 then which contains a I-rarefaction wave joining (u_, v_) to (u*, v*) and a 2-rarefaction wave joining (u*, v*) to (u+, v+) . The sum of the strength of all the jumps now is zero which is less than the (u, V)K 's obviously.
Turn to (u, v) K now for which there are different cases concerning the s location of (u+, v+) . When (u+, v+) is on S2(!i (u l ' VI)) with u+ > 0, similar to the above discussion, there exists a state (u*, v *) on WI (u _ , v _) with u* > 0 such that (u+, v+) is on the R2(u*, v*) and the corresponding sum of the strength of all the jumps is zero.
with u + < 0, v + < 0, there are two possibilities corresponding to whether (u+, v+) is above or below the curve C(B). For the former, there exists a state (u,v) on WI(u_,v_) with u l <u<O such that (u+,v+) is on the curve S2(U, v) and the corresponding single-valued function (u(¢), v(¢) ) contains a I-rarefaction wave joining (u _ , v _) to (u, v) (or a I-shock but weaker than the one in (u, V)K 's) and a 2-shockjoining (u, v) to (u+, v+) for which the s sum of the strength of all jumps is much less than (u, V)K 's (see Figure 3 .4).
s
For the latter, it can be shown that there exist a point (11, v) on WI (u _ , v _) with u l < 11 < 0 and the corresponding points B(11, v) on the curve C (B) and !i (B(11, v) ) on the curve C'(!i) (see Figure 3 .5) such that (u+, v+) is on the curve S2 (!i (B(11, v) )) and the corresponding single-valued function (u(¢, v(¢) ) contains a first kind wave (RI or SI) joining (u_, v_) to (11, v); a 2-shock joining (11, v) to B (11, v) ; a 2-shock joining B (11, v) to !i (ii (11 , v) ) and a 2-shockjoining !i (ii(11 , v) ) to (u+, v+) . Clearly, the sum of the strength of all of the jumps is less than (u, v) 
there exists the state f! (u 2 , v 2 ) which can be joined to (u l , VI)' on the righthand side, by a single-valued function (u(';), v(';) ) satisfying the items I-III in Definition 3.1. Namely,
We define the curve K(u 2 , v 2 ) which is S2(U I , VI) for v 2 :::; V < VI and
This supplies a family of curves obviously. However, it can be shown, by the similar argument used in Remark 3.2, that the family of curves {K} violates item IV in Definition 3.1 and hence it does not belong to the family {AW} (u_, v_) . The whole plane (u, v) is covered by the family {A W}( u _ , V _) univalently and is divided into ten subdomains as shown in Figure 3 .6. For any state (u + ' V +) E I( u _ , V _) the solution consists of a I-shock and a 2-rarefaction wave. For any state (u + ' V +) c II u IV (u _ , v _) , the solution consists of a 1-rarefaction wave and a 2-rarefaction wave. For any (u+, v+) E IIIuVI(u_, v_) , the solution consists of a I-rarefaction wave and a 2-shock wave. (u_ , v_) , the solution consists of a I-shock wave and a 2-shock wave.
For (u+, v+) E VII(u_, v_) , confined by the curves C(jj), S2( f! -*) and C(f!) where f!-*= f!(B(u_,v_)),thewavepatternis SI-S2-S2-S2' More precisely, there exist states (1) E SI(U_, v_) and (2) E C(B), (2) = B((I)), and (3) E C( f!), (3) = f! ((2)), such that (1) joins to (u_, v_) on the right by a I-shock with speed a l (( 1) ; (-)); (2) joins to (1) on the right by a 2-shock with speed a 2 (( 2) ; (1)) ; (3) joins to (2) on the right by a 2-shock with License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
speed G 2 ((3); (2)). Finally (u+, v+) E S2( (3)) and joins to (3) on the right by a 2-shock with speed G 2 ((+); (3)) (see Figure 3 .7) where It can be easily checked that a l ((I); (-)) < a 2 ((2); (1)) < a 2 ((3); (2)) < a 2 (( +); (3)) which shows that the sequence of 2-waves does not collapse into a single 2-wave and we do have a single-valued function (u(c;) Figure 2 .8 (namely Ll(u_, v_) < 0). For definiteness, assume V_ > -(a -1), -(a -1) > u_ > -Ja=!(Ja=! + J-v_) for which case we have Figure 2 .29. It can be shown that the whole plane (u, v) is covered by the family {AW}(u_, v_) univalently and divided into nine sub- Corresponding to each state (u*' vJ on the curves R 2 (B) and SlB) (which passes through the state (u _ , v _) and stops there), the state Ii (u* , v J is defined (see the formulae (2.16), (2.18), replacing (u*' vJ for (u o ' vo) there).
Such states form the curve CJ Ii ), starting from Ii (u _ , v _) , as (u*, v *) varies along R2(B)USlB) from (u_,v_) to (u,v)-(-oo,O-) . The curve C* ( Ii) tends to infinity: u -+00, v --00. Corresponding to each state (u*,v*) on the curve S2(£) and R 2 (Q),thestate Ii(u*,v*) is defined (see the formula (2.16), (2.18), replacing (u*, v*) for (u o , vo) For (u+, v+) E I(u_, v_) , the solution consists of a I-shock, joining (u_, v_) to a state (1) E S, (u_, v_) , and a 2-shock, joining (1) and (u+, v+) . For (u+, v+) E II(u_, v_) , the solution consists of a I-shock and a 2-rarefaction wave. For (u+, v+) E III(u_, v_) the solution consists of a I-shock (joins (u_, v_) to £), a 2-shock (joins £ to a state (1) E S2( £)), a 2-shock (joins (1) to Ii(I) E the curve C*(Ii)), a 2-shockjoining B((I)) and (u+, v+) E S2( Ii (1)) (see Figure 3 .9).
For (u+, v+) E IV(u_, v_) , the solution consists of a 2-shock (which joins (u_, v_) to B(u_, v_) ), a 2-rarefaction wave (which joins B(u_, v_) to a state (1) E R 2 (B) , a 2-shock (which joins (1) to Ii (1) E CJ Ii )), a 2-shock (whichjoins Ii(I) to (u+,v+) ES 2 (Ii(I)) (see Figure 3 .10).
For (u+, v+) E V(u_, v_) , the wave pattern is S2 -S2 -S2 -S2 (see Figure  3 .11 ).
For (u+, v+) E VII(u+, v+) , the wave pattern is S, -R2 -S2 -S2 (Figure  3 .12). For (U+, V+) E VIII (u_ , v_) , the wave pattern is SI -R2 -S2 -R2 (Figure  3.13) .
For (u+, v+) E VI (u_, v_) , the wave pattern is S2 -S2 -S2 -R 2 • For (u+, v+) E IX (u_ , v_) , the wave pattern is S2 -R2 -S2 -R 2 . In summary, there are nine different kinds of wave pattern in these two cases.
SI -S2; SI -R 2 ;S2 -S2 -S2 -R 2 ;
SI -S2 -S2 -S2 ; SI -R2 -S2 -S2 ;
S2 -R2 -S2 -R2 ;
SI -R2 -S2 -R 2 ;
S2 -R2 -S2 -S2 ; S2 -S2 -S2 -S2 .
The other cases can be discussed by a similar argument. The most complicated structure of the solution consists of four waves joining by five states respectively. Moreover, it may happen that all of the four waves belong to the second family. there are different location of (u+, v+)
----------~~~~~---------------u
We have shown that for any given (u_, v_) the family {AW}(u_, v_) can be defined, covering the whole plane (u, v) univalently. The above results can be summarized as follows Theorem 3.1. For any given (u_, v_) and (u+, v+) , there exists a unique admissible weak solution of the Riemann problem (1.1) and (l.3).
